
No Room At The Table

Incrementally, one state, one city, one district at a time:
The reform-years’ educational management transition commenced.  
And, in this newly initiated modern-day configuration?  
Teachers employed inside lowest-income schools would no longer be empowered to 

make, or even criticize, school connected decisions. They would, on the other hand (as subtle and 
not-so-subtle threats in the form of a physical tracking, invasive observations, repeated public 
chastisings, and an open finger-shaking could now make unambiguously clear) be expected to 
embrace any and all reform dictates.
 	
 Quietly, obediently and submissively.  

After all, as was each year more uncompromisingly pointed out? 
The back door of the district-driven van: 
Was wide open.  
And daddy’s administrative boot now hovered, there, dominantly poised and ready to lash 

out, label and expel at the slightest provocation.
In a tactical replication of domineering patriarchy, top-down NCLB now gave a full and 

unimpeded control to reform-hired “fixer” personnel.  Problematically, those hired to “fix” were 
also expected to know not only how to run large, culturally-diverse schools, but to make 
administrative decisions alone – partnering, if at all, minimally, and only, with hierarchy-
approved management hires.  Under the non-democratic model of an I-work-alone paternal 
management, those hired to renovate were expected to execute a staff supervision through the 
unambiguous employment of top-down “non-negotiable” do-as-I-say-don’t-give-me-any-lip 
directives.  

Good administrators?  
Gave no ground.  
Showed no weakness.  
Weakness, in the fast pace of modern days?
Now directly linked to that old-school democratic cooperation which had been so 

tiresomely tolerated by a tediously (and untenably) slow old-days’ status quo.  As, each year, 
leaders at the top demanded an ever more absolute obedience from various employees strung 
down the corporate-style ladder of power, reform personnel clinging tenuously to rungs only a 
little lower in the hierarchy claimed an unquestioned authority over any and all workers 
positioned below.  

And those below?  
Went directly for the school-score-identified employees collected together at the very 

bottom of the ladder: 
Teachers.  
Despite years of loyalty; despite years of academic experience; despite various university 

degrees; despite a personal dedication to a subject-specific craft – the school-score-identified 
teachers of an über-modern test-score-dependent era now found themselves heaped 
interchangeably at the base of the ladder.  

And commanded, as they were jumbled up there together?
To obey.  
To follow policies, innovations and dictates without question.



	
 Emotionally vested in buildings where many had been employed for years; tied loyally to 
not only schools, but to larger communities and already-graduated students; often owning homes 
in surrounding neighborhoods – ignoring the now Presidentially recognized status of being 
nothing more than irrelevantly lowest-rung employees, many teachers continued to stand up and 
speak out.  Educators who, in old-school years, had been recognized as being a necessary 
cornerstone for truly effective school governance continued to look for validation.  Desperately 
they sought to resurrect their partnership in the making of school management decisions.  
	
 Only to learn that, in days of a quick-fix, students-first compassion?
	
 Under the now Presidentially initiated hierarchy of a don’t-talk-back, top-down authority, 
lowest-level (and therefore decidedly unimportant) teachers – had been unceremoniously 
stripped of their long established seat at the educational table.  


